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Socio-Technical Ecosystem Considerations: An
Emergent Research Agenda for AI in Cybersecurity

I. INTRODUCTION

CYBERSECURITY continues to be a key element of
national security. Given that critical infrastructure is pow-

ered by digital systems, any disruption to the flow of vital
services has the potential effect of causing harm to citizens,
organizations, and government entities. The availability of ser-
vice offerings may be subject to attacks by AI on various
aspects of cyber-physical-social systems. And no system is
foolproof. Inasmuch as AI can be a threat to cybersecurity,
it can also be used to combat attempts at systems penetra-
tion through deep learning and other capabilities. However,
focusing our attention on AI alone does not allow for a suf-
ficiently accurate understanding of the complex ecosystem
that contributes to the conflicting scenarios that are possi-
ble in the context of AI in cybersecurity. This Special Issue
provides insights into the broader socio-technical ecosystem
considerations that are required for the achievement of system
robustness, allowing for a more intricate and balanced under-
standing of the role of AI in cybersecurity, at various levels
relevant to individuals, organizations, and communities/ soci-
ety. Fundamentally, the socio-technical approach calls for an
emphasis on people, processes, and technology, and not solely
on the shiny gadgetry that we call products. There are four
main themes that form the emergent research agenda: 1) the
cybersecurity ecosystem that demands an interdisciplinary
approach; 2) the state of the art technology development
processes and landscape that provide and facilitate cybersecu-
rity mechanisms and competitive advantage through AI; 3) the
interconnected and multifaceted nature of the social, technical,
and environmental subsystems in the cybersecurity ecosys-
tem; and 4) the emphasis on human requirements and values,
inclusive of end-user capacity and awareness, organizational
capability and skills development, and societal considerations
inclusive of the public interest.

II. SETTING THE SCENE

We live in a saturated, information-rich environment with
unprecedented dependence on digital technologies. An element
of the expansion of digital technologies is a shift in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technology from research laboratories into the
hands of anyone with a digital device (e.g., a smartphone) [1].
AI-powered search, personalization, automation, and augmen-
tation are being deployed across sectors, from education to
healthcare, policing, and finance. Wide AI diffusion is then
reshaping the way organizations, communities, and individuals
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function [2]. This trend is being further accelerated by the
recent rise of generative AI and large language models.

The potentially radical consequences of AI have impelled
nation states across the globe to publish strategies on how
they seek to shape, drive, and leverage the disruptive capabil-
ities offered by AI technologies to bolster their prosperity and
security [3]. In the context of new partnerships, and within
existing alliances, these efforts can be seen as an opportunity
for positive alignment so that governance and new capabil-
ities create value for citizens’ well-being, privacy [4] and
safety [5]. Those same national efforts to lead, nurture and
sustain AI to transform citizens’ lives can also be viewed as
competition, or even as an international AI arms race under-
mining international stability [6]. Policy initiatives for the
governance of AI in the security and defense domains focus on
potential security breaches, economic consequences, and polit-
ical threats [7]. There is an evident disregard for social and
environmental factors and dimensions, and the interplay with
the technological domain. This lack of attention may shape
how AI could be used in cybersecurity for harm, beyond the
organizational level, and systems of governance that may or
may not respect the rule of law [8]. Furthermore, AI systems
themselves introduce new targets for malicious actors.

There has been a resurgence within academia and associated
specialist scientific institutes to investigate socio-technical fac-
tors, in a broad sense shaping cybersecurity. But there has still
been limited focus on the complex external environment and
dynamic socio-cyber-physical ecosystem [9]. Most security
research relates to the traditional Confidentiality-Integrity-
Availability (CIA) triad [10]. While this strategy has continued
to strengthen organizational and infrastructural defenses, we
must consider the new emergent threats. These include homo-
geneity in products at their core operating system, large
storage area network providers and critical telecommunica-
tion exchanges and international banking interchanges, and
the supply of electricity and water, in addition to the respec-
tive interdependencies [11], [12]. Of particular importance
are autonomous systems leveraging advanced machine learn-
ing systems that incorporate blackbox models (e.g., billion
parameter neural networks), and highly complex technolo-
gies that may be microscopic and even embeddable and
undetectable [13].

III. AN EMERGENT RESEARCH AGENDA

The socio-technical approach [14] is promising in the AI in
cybersecurity context in that it advocates for a focus on stake-
holder centricity in addition to acknowledge technological
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aspects and dimensions [15]. This special issue invited socio-
technical research focused on a deeper examination of value
chain stakeholders [16], their roles and responsibilities and
corresponding dynamic interactions and interdependencies in
the present turbulent environment. Contributions to the spe-
cial issue were focused on a range of questions. For example,
how do different federal and state laws, regulations, poli-
cies, guidelines, and economic infrastructure shape the AI and
cybersecurity landscape in an international context? How do
multi-stakeholder approaches shed light on AI in cybersecurity
considerations? How is AI and cybersecurity being applied as
a potential global offset? How can cybersecurity specialists
respond to these threats once they have been explicitly identi-
fied? What are the ethical considerations when incorporating
AI into cybersecurity? And what are the governance challenges
pertaining to AI?

A. Topics

Submissions were especially invited on intersecting top-
ics of AI and/in Cybersecurity, topics that specifically tie to
various facets of the socio-technical ecosystem; for instance,
relating to social, technical, and environmental dimensions and
considerations in an interlinked manner. This was a result of a
review of scholarship that identified emergent research topics,
which collectively form a socio-technical research agenda in
the context of AI in cybersecurity. Topics include:

1) Responsible innovation, science, and technology
ethics [17], [18]

2) Science and technology policy, regulation, and gover-
nance [19]

3) AI as double-edged sword [20], [21], [22], [23]
4) The application of socio-technical theory to complex

problems related to emerging technology [24], [25], [26]
5) AI and cybersecurity ecosystems [27]
6) Design and innovation processes [28], [29], [30]
7) The security of AI algorithms in a socio-technical

context [31]
8) Public understanding of and engagement with AI

and cybersecurity, mindsets, mental models, capacity
[32], [33]

9) Socio-technical cybersecurity frameworks [34]
10) Socio-technical security modelling and

optimization [35], [36]
11) Developing organizational AI and cybersecurity capa-

bility models in vertical sectors, and cybersecurity
skillsets [37]

12) Socio-technical futures, techno-scientific imaginaries,
power, discrimination, contradiction [38], [39] [40]

13) The role of scenarios, vignettes, stories and qualitative
approaches to AI and cybersecurity understanding [41],
[42], [43]

14) Anticipatory/futures-literate approaches to AI and cyber-
security [44], [45], [50]

15) Algorithmic and technological biases and inequali-
ties [46]

16) Impacts of AI and cybersecurity unleashed by nation
states [47]

17) Impacts of AI and cybersecurity on nascent wearable
and implantable technologies [48], [49], [51], [52]

18) Data/AI-driven cybersecurity for attack and defense [53]
19) Intelligence challenges related to AI and cybersecu-

rity [54]
20) Holistic and exploratory approaches to AI- big picture

national perspectives [55]
21) Public interest technologies in AI and cybersecurity [26]
22) The role of regulation and or soft/laws on the future

practices of AI, considering both national (e.g., gover-
nance of AI) and international (AI for defense) perspec-
tives [56], [57], [58], [59]

23) The role of education and training in raising societal
awareness of cybersecurity threats [60], [61]

24) Opportunities and challenges for socio-technical systems
enhancement, multidisciplinary approaches [62], [63].

B. Socio-Technical Themes

The four main themes that are identified from the literature
forming an emergent research agenda of AI in cybersecurity
need considerable attention in terms of further exploratory
research, deeper examination of the opportunities and threats,
theoretical extension to deal with the complexity of the unfold-
ing challenges, and methodological rigor to better propose ways
to overcome the challenges and reduce the risks. First, the cyber-
security ecosystem demands an interdisciplinary approach, and
making this happen in practice will first require new approaches
to training in the tertiary education sector, new approaches to
hiring personnel that may not have traditional computer science
skills (e.g., psychologists), and a broadening of the scope of
the cybersecurity function in organizations and government.
Second, state of the art technology development processes
must be diffused especially at the meso level, where the vast
majority of significant security breaches occur. Understanding
the cybersecurity technology landscape better will provide and
facilitate cybersecurity mechanisms and competitive advan-
tage through AI. Third, the interconnected and multifaceted
nature of the social, technical, and environmental subsystems
in the cybersecurity ecosystem needs greater attention and to be
understood as interconnected phenomena and not standalone
subsystems. Finally, there needs to be an emphasis on human
requirements and values, inclusive of end-user capacity and
awareness, organizational capability and skills development,
and national public stakeholder interests. Security is every-
body’s responsibility, but not everyone will have the same
ability to enact change. For this reason, solutions targeted at
different sectors of society will be increasingly important: rais-
ing individual human capacity to detect cybersecurity scams, for
organizations to be better equipped with capabilities to deal
with cybersecurity attacks, and for governments to develop
their regulatory and governance functions nationwide, even
internationally within an inter-governmental context.

IV. IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

This special issue aimed to bring together researchers from
different disciplines to explore the intersections of socio-
technical futures, responsible innovation, and the role of AI
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in cybersecurity as an exemplary area for inquiry and debate.
Six papers were accepted into the Special Issue representing
wide-ranging topics: from what can be considered micro-
level applications in the form of brain-machine interfaces and
facial recognition systems requiring direct human interaction,
in the cyberspace context, followed by an interstate emphasis,
after which issues of principles and broader governance mea-
sures are covered, in support of both meso- and macro- level
emphases.

The first paper [A1] is by Juris Doctors Lucille Nalbach
Tournas and Walter G. Johnson of the Sandra Day O’Connor
College of Law at Arizona State University. Tournas and
Johnson investigate the realm of novel neurotechnologies in
the form of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), that aim to offer
new treatment options for those living with mental or neu-
rological diseases. Legal tools to regulate and manage these
advancements are underdeveloped and the authors propose soft
law mechanisms for management of the development of BCIs.
They note that such soft tools need to be guided by standards
and codes of conduct that respect the privacy, agency, identity,
and dignity of individuals and communities. Three exam-
ples are reviewed, across intergovernmental, civil society, and
standard-setting bodies. Furthermore, neurotechnologies along
with any embeddable “inside-the-body” technologies pose new
challenges to governance when human ICT appliances are
invisible [64].

The second paper [A2] is by Sankini Rancha Godage,
Sushma Venkatesh, Kiran Raja, Raghavendra Ramachandra,
and Christoph Busch all of whom are with the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU), and Frøy
Løvåsdal who is with the Norwegian Police Directorate. The
paper focuses on emergent morphing attack detection mech-
anisms and examines how these attacks fuse two or more
facial images into one, with the final image resembling the
contributed faces. This research challenges a prevalent mis-
conception that human examiners’ or observers’ capacity for
facial morph detection depends on their expertise and expe-
rience with facial recognition systems. In fact, the analysis
offers intriguing insights as to the failure to recognize a sizable
number of morphing attacks by experienced observers. Human
observers also tend to detect morphed images to a lower
accuracy as compared to the four automated morphing attack
detection algorithms evaluated in this work. The study intends
to aid in the development of training programs to prevent secu-
rity failures. Generative AI applications that are image-based
are increasingly producing high quality images that have been
morphed between one or more real people, inclusive of people
that do not even exist. It is possible that systems and human
observers alike may be duped by such AI capabilities, provid-
ing more than one bona-fide identity access to a physical or
virtual space.

The third paper [A3] is written by practicing engineer
Catherine B. Smith. Influence operations in cyberspace raise
questions about how narratives are strategically dissemi-
nated and circulated online, and about whether state-of-the-art
machine learning (ML) techniques for narrative understanding
and automated narrative generation are or will soon become
part of adversarial nation-states’ arsenal. Already we are

witnessing the importance of narrative in impacting the mind-
sets and mental models of everyday citizens; some of these
campaigns are so successful that they impact peoples’ actions
and behaviors [65]. Smith emphasizes that to accurately assess
the threat of ML we need to clarify some ambiguities sur-
rounding narratives in cyberspace. As one example, she asks
how to define “narrative” in a way that makes sense across
the organizations and academic disciplines that are involved in
defending against disinformation? Smith also questions what
blind spots exist in our shared lexicon that have stymied the
United States’ response to disinformation attacks so far? The
author posits a new systems-dynamic model of narrative in
cyberspace is required and demonstrates the use of the model
in the context of an existing case study in disinformation.

The fourth paper [A4] is written by Thomas Reinhold,
Philipp Kuehn, and Christian Reuter from the Science and
Technology for Peace and Security (PEASEC) group and
Daniel Günther and Thomas Schneider from the Cryptography
and Privacy Engineering Group (ENCRYPTO) at the Technical
University of Darmstadt. The authors of this paper exam-
ine malicious cyber-operations that may threaten global IT
security. Advancements in the field of artificial intelligence
have accelerated such malicious cyber operations, with the
use of artificial intelligence-enabled cyber weapons, auto-
mated cyber defense measures, and artificial intelligence-based
threat and vulnerability detection. State actors, with their long-
term strategic security interests, often stockpile knowledge of
vulnerabilities and exploits to enable their military or intel-
ligence service cyberspace operations. The authors propose
a privacy-preserving approach to enhancing global IT secu-
rity that allows multiple state parties to privately compare
their stock of vulnerabilities and exploits to check for items
that occur in multiple stockpiles without revealing them. The
ExTRUST approach is particularly useful when vulnerabilities
are found in some organizations throughout a supply chain and
the exposure may be carried through to all members of that
supply chain [66].

The fifth paper [A5] is by ten members of Australia’s
national science agency and innovation catalyst, the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization (CSIRO). The paper is led by Conrad Sanderson.
The authors of this paper aim to address a gap which remains
between high-level principles and practical techniques that
can be readily adopted to design and develop responsible
AI systems. This paper presents outcomes from semi-
structured interviews concerning practices and experiences
of researchers and engineers from CSIRO, involved in the
design and development of AI systems across application
areas, such as environmental health and monitoring, health
and wellbeing infrastructure management, industry inno-
vation, and ensuring AI is ethical [67]. These align with
a set of high-level AI ethics principles published by the
Australian Government [68]. The principles noted in the
CSIRO outcomes are: (1) privacy protection and security,
(2) reliability and safety, (3) transparency and explainability,
(4) fairness, (5) contestability, (6) accountability, (7) human-
centered values, and (8) human, social and environmental
well-being.
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In the sixth and final paper [A6], Matti Minkkinen and Matti
Mäntymäki tackle AI governance by discerning between ‘easy’
and ‘hard’ problems. It is a fitting conclusion to the Special
Issue as the authors note that while there is widespread con-
sensus that artificial intelligence (AI) needs to be governed,
scholarly discussion on AI governance is dispersed among
numerous disciplines and problem domains. The authors aim
to clarify this situation by distinguishing between two problem
areas, metaphorically titled the “easy” and “hard” problems
of AI governance. The “easy problem” of AI governance
concerns how organizations’ design, development, and use
of AI systems align with laws, values, and norms stemming
from legislation, ethics guidelines, and the surrounding soci-
ety. The “hard problem” of AI governance concerns AI as a
general-purpose technology that transforms organizations and
societies. The authors note that while societies should not lose
track of the “hard problem” of AI governance, there is signifi-
cant value in solving the “easy problem,” a) because it can be
provisionally solved by tackling bias, harm, and transparency
issues, and b) because solving the “easy problem” contributes
to solving the “hard problem”, as responsible organizational
AI practices will ideally create virtuous rather than vicious
cycles.
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